Character Stories
Cooperation
Story by Andrew Frinkle

Cooperation is about working together,
getting along, and being a good sport. There
are many ways to show cooperation.
Nell was the girl who clapped for everyone, no matter
how they did. If someone missed a shot in a game or
slipped and fell, she would always cheer them on. She
didn’t like when people made fun of others. It hurt team
spirit, and then things weren’t as fun. She knew how to
help people cooperate and have a good time.
Ricky was the funny kid in class. He could make anyone
forget their problems. When his friends Ryan and Steve
were arguing, he ended it with just a funny look and
some kind words! They couldn’t stop laughing, and then
they shook hands. Ricky knew how to get people to
cooperate.
How do you show cooperation?
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NAME

Cooperation
1. Who keeps team spirit going during games?
A Nell

B Casey

C Remmy

D Joanie

2. Who helps make sure people are getting along?
A Ricky

B Bobby

C Jimmy

D Ryan

3. Ricky knew how to get people to __________ .
A fight

B argue

C cooperate D cry

4. Nell cheered for others when they played games.
A True

B False

5. I can show cooperation by
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ANSWER KEY

Cooperation
1. Who keeps team spirit going during games?
A Nell

B Casey

C Remmy

D Joanie

2. Who helps make sure people are getting along?
A Ricky

B Bobby

C Jimmy

D Ryan

3. Ricky knew how to get people to __________ .
A fight

B argue

C cooperate D cry

4. Nell cheered for others when they played games.
A True

B False

5. I can show cooperation by
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